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REPORT CONGESTION CHARGES IN MY ARVAL 
The reporting of congestion charges is done with one month delay. Hence, all passages that you have done 
in January will be reported in March.

At the end of the month, the information about your daily passages and the related cost per day will be 
available in My Arval. You have to complete the report no later than the 5:th each month.

In the reporting module you are able to report according to one of the two methods that Skatteverket have 
approved.

Proportional method – here you will only report the number of business passages that you have done per day. 

Detail method – here you have to keep track of the accumulated cost for all business passages per day.

It is your own personal responsibility to keep a daily journal, despite which of the reporting models you are 
using. The most easy and convenient method to use is the proportional method since you only need to keep 
track of the number of business passages per day, not the cost.

LOG-IN TO MY ARVAL 
You start by logging in to the My Arval website www.myarval.com (the same way as you log-in to complete 
your fuel reporting). 

You click on ”My vehicle”. After that you look under Details andcllick choose “My toll”.”
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Now you are in the reporting portal and can start fill in your congestion passages or charges for the month. 

There are two reporting methods to choose between:

Proportional method here you choose to report how many business passages you have done per day. You 
only need to keep track of the number of business passages per day, nothing else. The system will calculate 
the share of private passages. This share will form the base to calculate the private cost for congestion 
charges.

Or you can use the 

Detailed method here you report the total cost amount for your business passages per day.

PLEASE NOTE! Here you need to keep track of the exact cost for all business passages that you done and 
report the total sum per day.
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TO REPORT PER DAY
When you do your daily reporting you have to start by klicking on the ”pen”. 
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When you klick on the pen, two options will be available. To report the number of business passages  
”No for business” for that specific day.

Or you can choose to 

report the total cost for business passages “Toll amount business” for that specific day.

At this point you must have made a decision which reporting method you will use.

Maybe you and/or your employer have decided which method to be used. Otherwise you need to choose one 
method, proportional method or detailed method. Then you have to use the same method for all days within 
the month.

We start with the example where you have choosen the proportional mehtod.

On December 22 you had 4 business passages. You key in the number of passages under the heading 

”No. For business” and then you klick ”save”.

The system calculate proportionally the cost for your private passages. In this case 34,29kr.

You repeat the same procedure for all days wihtin the month where you had congestion charges during 
business driving.
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Below you find an example using the detailed method 

You have in you daily journal recorded the cost for business passages to a total amount of 30 SEK. You type 
in the amount under the heading ”toll amount business”. 

After that you klick ”save”. 

The system calculates how much of the total cost that is private. In this case 30SEK.

You repeat the same procedure for all days wihtin the month where you had congestion charges during 
business driving.

What will the accumulated monthly private cost be?
When you like to see the the accumulated result for the month you klick on “Monthly total”. Then you will 
get a summary of the month and can see the split of cost between private and business passages.

The ”Reset” button

You klick on the reset button if you like to go back to the last month (current) to report.

If all your Passages are business passages

If all your passages are business passages you can klick the ”All business” button and automatically all 
passages during the whole month will be reported as business passages.


